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Abstract

The common storage stack as found in most oper-
ating systems has remained unchanged for several
decades. In this stack, the RAID layer operates
under the file system layer, at the block abstrac-
tion level. We argue that this arrangement of lay-
ers has fatal flaws. In this paper, we highlight its
main problems, and present a new storage stack
arrangement that solves these problems. An eval-
uation of the prototype is also presented.

1 Introduction

The concept of RAID [13] is a landmark in the
history of storage systems. Taking advantage of
the traditional block interface used by file sys-
tems, RAID algorithms were integrated at the
block level, thus, retaining perfect backward com-
patibility with existing installations. As instal-
lations became larger, administrative tools like
volume managers [20] followed suit. These tools
broke the “one file system per disk” bond and
made it possible to resize file systems on the fly.
Volumes also served as a convenient point for
policy assignment (choosing RAID levels for in-
stance) and quota enforcement. Together, we re-
fer to RAID and volume management solutions
as the RAID layer.

The compatibility-driven integration of the
RAID layer at the block-level has remained un-
changed despite significant changes in the storage
hardware landscape. We believe that it is time to
retire block-level RAID. In this paper, we high-
light several significant problems associated with
the traditional block-level RAID implementation
(Section 2). We briefly discuss proposed solu-
tions and explain why they do not solve all the
problems (Section 3). We then present Loris, a
clean-slate design of the storage stack (Section 4),
highlight how it solves all the problems by design
(Section 5), and finally present a preliminary eval-
uation of the prototype (Section 6).

2 Problems with block-level RAID

In this section, we will provide an in-depth look
at some of the problems that plague block-level
RAID implementations.

2.1 Silent data corruption

Modern disk drives exhibit a range of partial fail-
ures [14, 6], like lost, misdirected, and torn writes.
In all these cases, the drive reports back a success,
resulting in data being silently corrupted.

Various checksumming techniques have been
developed to detect data corruption [16] and they
offer varying levels of reliability. One technique
that is capable of detecting all the aforementioned
sources of corruption, involves storing the check-
sum of a block with its parent (the inode for in-
stance). This has been referred to as parental
checksumming. Since such a technique involves
knowledge of block relationships, it can only be
employed by file systems.

However, parental checksumming loses its
benefit when used in combination with block
level RAID. This is due to the fact that while
file system-initiated reads undergo verification,
RAID-initiated reads (a subtractive read to re-
compute parity for instance) are completely un-
verified. As a result, RAID can propagate data
corruption, leading to data loss [12]. For in-
stance, if a corrupt unverified data block is used
for parity computation, the parity block becomes
corrupted. Parental checksumming detects this
problem on the next read request, but the data
cannot be recovered.

2.2 System failure

Crashes and power failures in RAID systems
result in the consistent update problem where
two or more disks must be updated in a consis-
tent manner. A window of vulnerability exists
between a crash and complete recovery, during
which a disk failure can result in data loss. This



has also been referred to as the “write hole” [4].
While hardware RAID relies on NVRAM to solve
this problem, crash recovery in software RAID
systems is provided by either doing an expen-
sive whole disk resynchronization or using jour-
naling. Resynchronization adversely affects avail-
ability [7] and is impractical with disk sizes dou-
bling every few years. Using journaling in block-
level RAID on the other hand has a significant
impact on performance, and results in function-
ality being replicated in both the file system and
RAID layers [9].

2.3 Device failure

Research has revealed the benefits of a storage
array that degrades gracefully [17] when unex-
pected failures occur. To achieve such a property,
a storage array must (1) replicate metadata se-
lectively to make sure that the whole directory
hierarchy remains navigable, (2) provide fault-
isolated positioning of files such that a failure of
any single disk does not render all files unavail-
able. An array that is block-liveliness aware can
avoid restoring unused data blocks during recov-
ery and thus, reduce the data loss window before
another failure occurs. It is impossible to pro-
vide any of these functionalities in a traditional
block-level RAID implementation, because it is
unaware of both relationship between blocks and
liveliness of blocks [5].

2.4 Administration nightmare

Block-level volume management is a tedious pro-
cess involving a series of error-prone steps. A
simple operation such as adding a new disk drive
requires several steps like adding space to a vol-
ume group, expanding a logical volume, and then
expanding a file system [20].

Software-based RAID solutions expose an ar-
ray of tunable parameters for configuring a stor-
age array based on the expected workload. It
has been shown that an improperly configured
array can render layout optimizations employed
by a file system futile [18]. This is an example of
the more general “information gap” problem [8]
– different layers in the storage stack perform-
ing their own optimizations oblivious to the effect
that these optimizations might have when com-
bined.

Different files have different levels of impor-
tance and need different levels of protection.
However, policies like the RAID level to use, en-
cryption, and compression, are only available on
a per-volume basis rather than on a per-file basis.
We argue that an ideal storage system should be
flexible enough to support policy assignment on

a per-file, per-directory, or a per-volume basis.

2.5 Heterogeneity issues

New devices are emerging with different data ac-
cess granularities and new storage interfaces. In-
tegrating these devices into the storage stack has
been done in two ways. The first approach in-
volves building file systems that are aware of
device-specific abstractions [10]. However, the
traditional block-based RAID layer is incompat-
ible with devices that offer an abstraction differ-
ent from the block abstraction (like byte-granular
flash devices). As a result, device-specific file sys-
tems cannot be positioned on top of the tradi-
tional RAID layer.

The other approach involves adding a layer
that translates block requests to match device-
specific abstractions [10]. Such a translation layer
could then be positioned below the RAID layer.
Not only does this cause duplication of function-
ality, but it also widens the information gap. The
only way to avoid this duplication is by com-
pletely redesigning the storage stack from scratch
for each device family [10, 2].

3 Proposed solutions

There are several approaches to solving the prob-
lems mentioned in the previous section. We out-
line the most important ones here, namely, (1) in-
ferring semantic information, (2) sharing seman-
tic information, (3) merging file system and RAID
layers, and (4) stackable filing. However, as we
will show, none of these approaches tackle all the
problems.

Internal information of one layer can be in-
ferred by another layer. Semantically smart
disks [5, 17] infer file system specific informa-
tion to improve reliability and performance at the
RAID level. This approach requires the RAID
layer to know or guess the file system layout, mak-
ing it nonportable and error-prone.

Instead of inferring information, one can share
layer-internal information between these layers.
For example, ExRAID [8] exposes size and per-
formance characteristics about individual RAID
disks to the file system. While sharing informa-
tion can be used to make informed decisions [8],
it does not provide a new division of labor among
cooperating layers. As a result, the reliability and
heterogeneity problems cannot be solved.

A few projects have refactored the traditional
file system/RAID layering. For example, the
ZFS [4] proposes a new stack made up of three
layers. The lowest layer, called the Storage Pool
Allocator (SPA), provides both block allocation
and RAID support. However, because the SPA
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Figure 1: The figure depicts (a) the arrangement of layers
in the traditional stack, and (b) the new layering in Loris.
Only the layers above the dotted line are file-aware.

exposes a block interface, its algorithms suffer
from the same heterogeneity problems as the tra-
ditional RAID layer.

RAIF [11] is a stackable file system that intro-
duces RAID policies on a per-file basis, without
changing the underlying file systems. While this
provides more flexibility, it does not solve the re-
liability or heterogeneity problems.

4 The Loris storage stack

In this section, we discuss the design of Loris, our
new storage stack. Loris is made up of four lay-
ers as shown in Figure 1. The interface of each
layer to the layer above (its client) is a standard-
ized file interface that supports operations such as
create, delete, read, write, and truncate. In addi-
tion to file manipulation operations, the interface
also has operations for setting and retrieving at-
tributes. The use of attributes in Loris is to (1)
share information between layers, and (2) store
out-of-band data on a per-file basis, as will be-
come clear when we describe the internals of each
layer.

We now detail the division of labor between
layers in a bottom-up fashion. Just like the net-
work protocol stack, each layer in Loris has well-
defined functionalities. Similar to networking
protocols, different protocols can be used within
each of these layers to provide different function-
alities. For each layer, we first provide an ab-
stract description of its responsibilities. We then
describe the protocol we implemented for that
layer, in our prototype, to make things more con-
crete. Our prototype has been implemented on
Minix 3 [19].

4.1 Physical layer

The physical layer provides device specific layout
schemes to store files and attributes, exposing a
physical file abstraction to its clients. By work-

ing with physical files, the clients are abstracted
away from device specific protocols employed by
the physical layer. All physical layer protocols
are also required to implement parental check-
summing.

Our prototype physical layer protocol provides
a modified Minix 3 file system layout scheme for
block devices. Each file is represented on disk by
an inode. Like the traditional UNIX inode, our
inode stores direct and indirect block pointers.
Each block pointer is accompanied in the inode
by a CRC32 checksum for the block it points to.
We refer to this block pointer - checksum pair as
a “safe block pointer.” The indirect blocks sim-
ilarly store sets of safe block pointers. In addi-
tion to these safe pointers, the inode has a fixed
amount of space available for storing attribute
data.

In order to make it possible to checksum meta-
data blocks, there are three special files on the
disk: the inode bitmap file, the block bitmap
file, and the “root file.” The bitmap files con-
tain checksums for the bitmap blocks. The root
file forms the root of the parental hierarchy. Its
data blocks contain pairs of inode numbers and
corresponding checksums. Each inode on the disk
is checksummed individually, in contrast to the
bitmaps which are checksummed on a per-block
basis. The root file’s checksum is stored in the
superblock. In order to prevent each individual
block write from triggering cascading checksum
updates all the way to the root, we use a small
metadata cache to delay the checksum compu-
tation of metadata blocks until they are written
out.

We run multiple instances of this layout pro-
tocol, one per disk drive, as separate processes,
in our prototype stack. Each disk is assigned a
global device identifier when it is added to Loris.
Each layout instance registers itself to the logical
layer using this identifier during system startup.

4.2 Logical layer

The logical layer combines multiple physical files
to provide a virtualized, logical file abstraction.
Clients of the logical layer perceive the logical file
to be a single, flat file. The logical layer abstracts
away the details of how many physical files there
are, and where they are stored, which may differ
on a per-file basis. Protocols in the logical layer
provide the traditional RAID and volume man-
agement functionalities.

Our prototype logical layer protocol provides
support for RAID levels 0, 1, 4, and 5. The cen-
tral data structure in our protocol is the map-
ping file. The mapping file is array of entries,
one per logical file. Each entry contains: (1) the
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file identifier used by clients to identify the file,
(2) the RAID level for this file, (3) stripe size
used for this file and (4) device identifiers - inode
number pairs, to identify the physical files that
make up this logical file. Thus, a crucial difference
between our implementation and any traditional
block-level RAID implementation is the fact that
RAID levels are assigned on a per-file basis. We
will describe how these entries are created when
we describe the naming layer. Since the mapping
file is a crucial piece of metadata, it is mirrored
on all devices.

Once an entry has been made in the mapping,
processing a request involves looking up the en-
try corresponding to the file identifier received,
and forwarding the call to the right physical in-
stances. Let us consider a read request for a log-
ical file. Let us assume that the mapping entry
for this file looks like <F, 0, 4096, PF1=<D1,
I1>, PF2=<D2, I2>>. It maps file identifier F
to RAID level 0, stripe size 4096, and two phys-
ical files, PF1, the file on device D1 with inode
number I1, and PF2, the file on device D2 with
inode number I2. When the logical layer receives
a request to read, say, 40960 bytes, from offset 0,
it determines that the logical byte ranges 0-4096,
8192-12288 and so on, map onto the byte range
0-20480 in physical file PF1 and the logical byte
ranges 4096-8192, 12288-16384 map onto the byte
range 0-20480 in physical file PF2. The logical
layer now forwards the read request to the phys-
ical instances that handle PF1 and PF2, for the
aforementioned byte ranges, to satisfy the read
request. Once the read results come back, they
are combined into a properly-ordered flat result.

The logical layer also provides on-the-fly fail-
ure recovery on a per-file basis. For instance, if
one of the physical instances responds back with a
checksum error for a read request, the logical layer
tries to recover the corrupt data, if possible, by
recomputing valid data from redundant informa-
tion, and restoring it onto the physical instance
that failed.

4.3 Cache layer

The cache layer provide the in-core file abstrac-
tion to the naming layer. Cache layer protocols
are responsible for providing file data caching in
collaboration with the virtual memory subsys-
tem. In systems that provide a unified page cache
at the VFS level, the naming layer could commu-
nicate directly with the logical layer.

Our prototype uses a static file cache to buffer
user data, as Minix 3 does not have a unified page
cache.

4.4 Naming layer

The naming layer provides support for naming,
organizing and searching files. For example,
a naming layer protocol could support POSIX
style naming while another could support a more
search-friendly, attribute-based naming.

Our prototype naming protocol provides a
POSIX front-end. On file creation, the nam-
ing layer picks a file identifier and stores the
name/identifier mapping as a directory entry. It
is important to note here that directories are also
stored as regular files–below the naming layer,
there are no directories, only files. All POSIX at-
tributes, like file mode and access time, are stored
as Loris attributes. The naming layer uses the
setattribute call to pass down the attribute data.
The physical layer processes the setattribute call
by storing the attribute data in the inode.

The naming layer also uses attributes to mir-
ror directories on all disks for providing graceful
degradation. When a directory is created, the
naming layer sends a create call to the cache layer.
In addition to passing the file identifier for this
directory, the naming layer also passes the RAID
level (RAID 1) as an attribute. The cache for-
wards the create call to the logical layer, which
then uses the attribute to construct a new entry
for this file in the mapping, and forwards the cre-
ate call to all of the physical instances.

4.5 Legacy support in Loris

The new division of labor among layers in Loris
makes it incompatible with the traditional file
system design. The naming, cache and physical
layers in Loris together perform the role of the
traditional file system layer. The logical layer in
Loris corresponds to the RAID layer in the tra-
ditional stack. This essentially means that one
cannot integrate a traditional file system with the
new stack. However, because Loris runs under
VFS, one could run legacy file systems unmodi-
fied next to it.

5 Solving problems the Loris way

In this section, we describe how Loris solves the
problems we mentioned in Section 2.

5.1 Data corruption

As a result of repositioning the RAID layer, the
physical layer serves requests originating from the
logical layer just like application-issued requests.
Thus, a physical layer that implements parental
checksumming acts as a single point of data verifi-
cation. Therefore, by requiring all layout schemes
in the physical layer to implement parental check-
summing, we convert fail-partial failures [14] into
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fail-stop failures. The logical layer can then work
on fail-stop devices to protect against data loss
without worrying about spreading data corrup-
tion.

5.2 Crash recovery

While traditional crash recovery techniques guar-
antee that the storage array or the file system is
brought back to a consistent state, none of them
guarantee atomic updates of user data. Data
journaling is one way to provide such atomicity
but is generally considered too expensive since it
involves writing all data twice. With a highly flex-
ible policy selection in place, we have an infras-
tructure where users are free to specify policies
like RAID level on a per-file basis. An approach
to crash recovery that we are investigating makes
use of this fact to provide “metadata replay.”

Metadata replay is based on the counterintu-
itive idea that it is user data that must be pro-
tected and atomically updated, not the system
metadata. To make this possible, we intend to (1)
provide support for write-ahead logging for selec-
tive user data, and (2) add support for maintain-
ing metadata consistency using a technique simi-
lar to doublefs [1]. With this infrastructure, when
a crash occurs, the logical layer coordinates the
recovery of all physical layers to the last globally
consistent state. The write-ahead log can now be
replayed to atomically update user data and, as
a side effect, regenerate system metadata.

5.3 Graceful failure and file-aware
rebuild

Our new design is a natural fit for implement-
ing graceful degradation: (1) the availability of
per-file policy selection makes it possible to pro-
vide selective metadata replication, and (2) since
the physical layers expose files rather than blocks,
the logical layer can choose to store whole files in
a single device, thereby providing fault-isolated
positioning. In addition, since the RAID algo-
rithms are file-aware, no unused data blocks need
to be recovered thereby reducing the reconstruc-
tion time.

5.4 Simplified administration

By positioning RAID and associated functional-
ities in the logical layer, the new stack provides
direct support for (1) Storage pool [4] style device
management, and (2) AFS-style volume manage-
ment [15].

When a new device is added to Loris, it will
be assigned a new device identifier. A new phys-
ical instance will be started for this device and it
registers itself with the logical layer as a source

of physical files. From here on, the logical layer
can use this physical instance to create new files
or migrate existing files.

By using AFS-style volume management, vol-
umes can be created on a per-user or per-project
basis, for instance. These would serve as units of
administration and quota enforcement. The log-
ical layer would support operations for creating
and deleting these volumes. All volumes would
share the storage space, since files belonging to
any volume can be located on any physical in-
stance. We are working on implementing such a
volume manager for Loris.

In addition to these advantages, the new stack
provides a policy/mechanism split. While the
mechanism to provide RAID algorithms is in the
logical layer, the policy that assigns RAID levels
to files can be enforced by any layer. For instance,
the naming layer can specify the policy on a per-
file basis similar to RAIF [11]. For instance, cher-
ished photographs could be replicated on multi-
ple devices while compiler-temporary files are not.
Thus, policies can be applied at several granular-
ities – per-file, per-directory, per-volume or even
globally, across all files.

5.5 Embracing heterogeneity

By providing the traditional volume management
techniques at the file level, Loris makes these
functionalities device-independent. Thus, Loris
can support heterogeneous installations where
block-based disks coexist with byte-granular flash
devices and object-granular OSDs [3]. Function-
alities like RAID and snapshotting would apply
across these device types without requiring any
modification. In addition, as physical layer pro-
tocols work on devices directly, they can exploit
device-specific properties to improve reliability
and performance.

6 Evaluation

In this section we present the performance evalu-
ation of Loris. We first present an evaluation of
the overhead of two important aspects of our new
architecture: the parental checksumming scheme
as implemented in the physical layer, and the pro-
cess isolation provided by splitting up our stack
into separate processes. We then present an eval-
uation of our file-level RAID implementation.

6.1 Test Setup

All tests were conducted on an Intel Core 2 Duo
E8600 PC, with 4 GB RAM, and four 500 GB
7200RPM Western Digital Caviar Blue SATA
hard disks (WD5000AAKS), three of which were
connected to separate ICIDU SATA PCI EX-
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Benchmark MFS Loris (single-process) Loris (multiprocess)
No checksum Layout only Checksum No checksum Layout only Checksum

PostMark 794.00 729.00 (0.92) 723.00 (0.91) 797.00 (1.00) 760.00 (0.96) 763.00 (0.96) 822.00 (1.04)
Applevel (copy) 79.86 86.41 (1.08) 86.00 (1.08) 101.36 (1.27) 94.66 (1.19) 94.38 (1.18) 109.63 (1.37)
Applevel (build) 58.06 58.50 (1.01) 58.48 (1.01) 60.21 (1.04) 73.68 (1.27) 73.78 (1.27) 75.61 (1.30)
Applevel (touch) 16.55 16.90 (1.02) 17.01 (1.03) 19.73 (1.19) 22.61 (1.37) 22.50 (1.36) 25.53 (1.54)
Applevel (delete) 19.76 10.01 (0.51) 10.01 (0.51) 13.06 (0.66) 18.68 (0.95) 18.96 (0.96) 22.00 (1.11)

Table 1: Transaction time in seconds for PostMark and wall clock time for applevel benchmarks. Table shows both absolute
and relative performance numbers, contrasting MFS with Loris in several configurations.

PRESS cards. We ran all tests on 8 GB test
partitions at the beginning of the disks. In exper-
iments where Loris is compared with MFS, both
were set up to work with a 32 MB buffer cache.

6.2 Checksumming and Process
Isolation

We now evaluate parental checksumming and
process isolation using two macrobenchmarks:
(1) PostMark, configured to perform 20,000
transactions on 5,000 files, spread over 10 sub-
directories, with file sizes ranging from 4 KB to
1 MB, and read/write granularities of 4 KB, and
(2) an application-level macrobenchmark, which
we will refer to henceforth as applevel, consists a
set of very common file system operations includ-
ing copying, compiling, running find and grep,
and deleting.

We tested three checksumming schemes: no
checksumming, checksumming layout only, and
full checksumming. In the layout-only scheme,
the CRC32 routine has been substituted by a
function that always returns zero. This allowed
us to measure only the I/O overhead imposed
by parental checksumming. We ran these three
schemes in both the single-process and the multi-
process Loris versions, yielding six configurations
in total.

Table 1 shows the performance of all six new
configurations, compared to the MFS baseline.
Loris outperforms MFS in most configurations
with PostMark. This is primarily due to the
fact the delete algorithm used by Loris performs
better than MFS, as seen in the applevel delete
benchmark in Table 1.

Looking at the applevel results, it can be seen
that the single-process case suffers from an over-
head of about 8 % compared to MFS during the
copying phase. This overhead is due to the dif-
ference in caching logic between Loris and MFS.

The block-level buffer cache in MFS makes it
possible to merge and write out many physically
contiguous files during sync periods. Since Loris
has a file-level cache, it is unaware of the phys-
ical file layout and hence might make less-than-
optimal file evictions. In addition, our prototype
also limits the number of files that can be writ-

ten out during a vectored write call, to simplify
implementation. These two factors result in a
slight overhead, which is particularly noticeable
for workloads with a very large number of small
files.

Since the copy phase involves copying over
75,000 files, of which a significant percentage is
small, there is an 8 % overhead. Even though
the overhead is small, we plan on introducing the
notion of file group identifiers, to enable the pass-
ing file relationship hints between layers. The
cache layer could then use this information to
evict physically contigous files during a vectored
write operation. This and several other future
optimizations should remove this overhead com-
pletely.

Another important observation is the fact that
in both single-process and multiprocess configu-
rations, the checksum layout incurs virtually no
overhead. This means that the entire parental
checksumming infastructure is essentially free.
The actual checksum computation, however, is
not, as illustrated by a 7 % overhead (over no
checksum case) for PostMark, and 3-19 % over-
head in applevel tests.

It should be noted that with checksumming
enabled, every file undergoes checksum verifi-
cation. We would like to point out that with
per-file policy selection in place, we could re-
duce the overhead easily, by either checksumming
only important file data, or by adopting other
lightweight verification approaches as opposed to
CRC32 (such as XOR-based parity). For exam-
ple, we could omit checksumming compiler tem-
poraries and other easily regeneratable files.

We also see that the multiprocess configura-
tion of Loris suffers consistently, with an overhead
ranging between 11-45 %. This contradicts the re-
sults from PostMark, where the multiprocess case
has an overhead of only about 3 % compared to
the single-process case. This is again due to the
fact that the applevel benchmark has a large num-
ber of small files compared to PostMark. Data
copying and context switching overheads consti-
tute a considerable portion of the elapsed time
when small files dominate the workload. With
large files, these overheads are amortized over the
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Benchmark Loris (without checksumming) Loris (with checksumming)
RAID 0-4 RAID 1-1 RAID 1-2 RAID 4-4 RAID 0-4 RAID 1-1 RAID 1-2 RAID 4-4

PostMark 195.00 197.00 205.00 268.00 228.00 204.00 214.00 319.00

Table 2: Transaction time in seconds for different RAID levels. Each column RAID X-Y shows the performance of RAID
level X in a Y-disk configuration.

data transfer time. We confirmed this with sepa-
rate microbenchmarks, not shown here, involving
copying over a large number of small files.

6.3 File-Level RAID

In this section, we evaluate our RAID implemen-
tation. We test two RAID 1 configurations: (1)
RAID 1 on a single disk, and (2) RAID 1 with
mirroring on 2 disks. The RAID 0 and RAID 4
implementations use all four disks, with RAID 0
configured to use 60 KB stripe units, and RAID 4
80 KB stripe units for all files. These stripe sizes
align full stripe writes with the maximum number
of blocks in a vectored write request (240 KB).

We ran PostMark in a different configura-
tion compared to the earlier benchmark—20,000
transactions on 60,000 files, distributed across
600 directories, with file sizes ranging from 4 KB
to 10 KB. Small-file workloads are challenging for
any RAID implementation since they create lots
of partial writes. We chose this benchmark to
evaluate how our file-level RAID implementation
handles small files.

The most important observation from the
PostMark results is that RAID 4 is much slower
than RAID 1 with mirroring. The three main
reasons for this slowdown are as follows. (1)
RAID 4 suffers from the partial-write problem we
mentioned earlier. It is important to note that
such partial writes would translate into partial
stripe requests in a block-level RAID implemen-
tation. (2) Parity computation in RAID 4 is ex-
pensive compared to mirroring in RAID 1. Both
block and file RAID implementations share these
two problems. (3) Our implementation of RAID
4 negates the advantages of vectored writes for
small files.

To illustrate this problem, consider a vectored
write request at the logical layer. The algorithms
used to process this request in our implemen-
tation are very similar to a block-level RAID
one. Each request is broken down into individ-
ual file requests, which are further divided into
constituent stripe requests, and each stripe re-
quest is processed separately. In our current pro-
totype, we implemented sequential processing of
stripe requests. Thus, if the workload consists of
many small files, a vectored write gets translated
into single writes for each file, negating the ben-
efit of vectoring the write request.

The solution to all the aforementioned prob-
lems is simple in our case. Parity amortizes
the cost of redundancy only when write requests
span multiple stripe units. Thus, we are bet-
ter off using RAID 1 for small files. As our
RAID implementation is file-aware, we can mon-
itor and collect file read/write statistics, and use
it to (re)assign appropriate RAID levels to files.
Matching file access patterns to storage configu-
rations is future work.

7 Conclusion

The integration of RAID algorithms at the block
level has remained the same over several decades.
We investigated the compatibility-driven block-
level integration of RAID and presented several
problems inherent to this integration. We pro-
posed Loris, a clean-slate design of the storage
stack that solves all these problems by design. We
showed the feasibility of the design with a proto-
type, and presented a preliminary performance
evaluation.
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